INTRODUCTION
Determination and analysis of restriction maps is an essential step in the analysis of cloned DNA sequences.
In spite of constant improvements in the speed of sequence analysis, restriction mapping is the first and usually only technique to generate physical maps of long regions of DNA.
We have developed an efficient protocol to derive restriction maps of sequences cloned in lambda (2) or cosmid vectors (3) by linearisation at the cos sequence, partial digestion with a restriction enzyme and identification of partial digestion products originating from either the right or the left end of the clone by hybridisation to chemically synthesised oligonucleotldes complementary to the protruding end sequence. This approach is experimentally very fast, and well suited for Programs will be provided for non-commercial use upon receipt of a self-addressed mailing label and a blank tape. A small charge will be requested to cover mailing and processing. the application of computer techniques to acquire, store and analyse the resulting restriction maps. Ease of experimental protocol and maximal use of computer techniques in the analysis, will be essential for the determination of physical maps of large regions of genomes.
Analogous to the analysis of long DNA sequences, computer programs can greatly simplify the work encountered in manually analysing and interpreting restriction maps and in combining them with information on the distribution of repetitive and transcribed regions. In contrast to programs designed to handle DNA sequences, programs for manipulating and comparing restriction map data also have to take into account many more uncertainties and most importantly inaccurate distances between sites.
Steps in the analysis are: 1) Reading of gel data from partial (or complete) digestion experiments into the computer using a digitizer tablet, determination of molecular weights of digestion products from their mobilities relative to appropriate marker fragments To avoid loss of data after an accidentally or intentional interuption all input is saved in a file with the extension name.SOS (renamed to name.SAV after normal termination). The progress of entering mobility data from a digitizer tablet can be followed at the terminal. 
PROGRAM MTRANS
The program MTRANS serves to prepare predicted and real gel data for plotting. Restriction maps can be modified by deleting single restriction sites or all sites of an enzyme at once or by adding sites to the map.
The program can also replace the region of the restriction map corresponding to the vector part by the theoretical map derived from the vector DNA sequence. Any enzyme in the restriction nap can be used to predict fragments of single or double digestions. A 'theoretical' gel can be created assigning these digestions to specified slots or copying automatically the slot configuration of a real gel. A letter is assigned to each fragment marking its position within the map (Fig. 4) . The fragments are then arranged by decreasing size (Fig. 5) .
Using the gel parameters of a real gel Maps showing the limits of the calculated positions of the restriction sites can also be drawn (Fig. 3 A) . The position of the map on the paper can be chosen freely to allow the alignment of maps of overlapping clones (Fig. 6 B) . For the analysis and comparison of different restriction maps a map can be modified before drawing by 1) deletion, 2) insertion, 3) inversion, 4) normal or inverted duplication of specified DNA regions. An unlimited number of these modifications can be applied consecutively.
Positions 
PROGRAM DRAWGEL
This program draws patterns of predicted and original restriction digest fragments of gels in different sizes.
To simplify the assignment of labelled bands detected on autoradiograms to the corresponding bands on stained gels, the fragment pattern previously entered from a photograph of the gel to the program FRASI is drawn in the size of the gel. Superposition of the X-ray film and the gel drawing identifies the hybridizing bands.
Visual inspection of the gel plot showing the original together with the fragments predicted from the restriction map (including the letters pointing to the positions of the fragments in the map) allows the identification of the two corresponding fragments (Fig. 3 A) . Using the indicating letters the map position of the original fragments can be easily determined in the corresponding restriction map created by the program MTRANS (Fig. t) . In addition all bands on a gel drawing can be labelled with their size. Mobilities can be drawn also with error limits determined either from the It allows selection of a specific region of a map which is used for the comparison. If not otherwise specified the vector arms are disregarded. The selected region of the second map (map B) is shifted relative to the first map (map A) in steps of hundred bases (starting from -length of map B to +length of map A) and each time the number of matching and nonmatching sites and the percentage of matching sites of map B within the overlapping region are counted.
The result is written in a file as histogram of the shift of map B relative to map A showing [1] the number of matching sites or/and [2] percentage of matches in map B. To avoid unnecessarily long printouts only those shifts can be selected in which one or both of these criteria exceed specified values (Fig. 6 A) . 
RESULTS
Clone 1W66D, a member of a cluster of cosmid clones that have been analysed in more detail (3) . was used here to demonstrate the results from the described programs. We have already 3hown that maps calculated by 'partial mapping 1 experiments correlate well with restriction maps generated from sequence data (2).
After calculation of partial fragment sizes from the 'partial mapping' experiment by program FRASI a restriction map was calculated by program FIMA. Fig. 2 shows the resulting total length and site positions determined from either one or both DNA ends. The start and end points of the map is the cos-site position of the vector pCOS2 (7) 01 01 21 II  01 01 31 II  01 01 31 II  II 01 31 31  21 01 31 31  21 II 31 31  21 II 21 21  31 II 21 21  31 II II 21  21 II II II  21 01 II II  21 01 II II  01 II II 4|  01 II II 41  21 II 21 
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Nucleic Acids Research procedure in which the circular cosmid is cleaved and labelled at the cohesive end site of lambda (3) . Fig.3 B shows the drawing of this map after program MTRANS has replaced the found vector sites by sites determined from the sequence. In this example the option to draw also the borders of the ranges of the site positions was used. The ranges of sites in the insert decreases from the middle of the map toward both ends because the site positions are always calculated from the nearest end and the variance of size calculations due to mobility inaccuracy is much less for small fragments than for large ones.
The size of these ranges is also influenced by the broadness entered for each fragment in the program FRASI.
In the next step, the location of fragments generated by single and double digestions within the restriction map was determined. A gel with complete digestions was run, the fragment pattern was entered from a gel photograph using program FRASI and then combined with predicted fragments calculated from the map (Fig. 4) by program MTRANS. Fig. 5 show3 the predicted fragments labelled with their size and a letter indicating their map position. To assign the original and predicted fragments a composed gel containing both patterns was drawn (Fig.3 A) . In most cases it is easy to identify actual bands corresponding to predicted fragments and to determine their position in the map (Fig.  14) . The assignment is only ambiguous if several fragments exist with very similar mobilities.
Additional information is given by the colour of the predicted fragments which distinguishes between fragments generated from the vector, the insert and fragments containing the cos-site sequence. Most of the fragments smaller than 500 bases were not visible on the the gel photograph but might be observed in Southern blot experiments.
To identify additional cosmid clones overlapping with cosmid 1W66D the program COMP was used. Fig. 5 A shows the result of the alignment of the cosmids 1W66D and 1W66B.
A strong peak appears if map 1W66D is shifted 22.9 kilobases to the left relative to map 1W66B. This alignment allows 90 % of the compared sites in 1W66B to match with site3 in 1W66D. The overlapping regions are obvious from a drawing of both maps with program DRAWMAP (Fig.5 B) .
The homology of these and other overlapping cosmids was confirmed by heteroduplex analysis and by comparing the distribution of repetitive and non repetitive regions identified by hybridization with total labelled mouse DNA. In this analysis DRAWGEL was used to assign fragments on a X-ray film to bands on a gel drawing and to determine then their positions within the map (3).
The programs described above greatly increase the speed tnd ease of analysing and combining results generated mainly by 'partial mapping' and hybridization experiments End allow the linkup of overlapping clones. This is the first step in the computerized analysis of large DNA regions. With the increasing number of groups of overlapping genomic clones the use of computers for the storage and interpretion of all known data is essential. Simultaneous access to all available information (restriction maps, locations of repetitive and transcribed DNA regions, genetic markers, partial sequences) will provide the basis for efficient reconstruction and characterisation of genetically meaningful stretches of DNA from cloned segments.
